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FORTHCOMING
ACTIVITIES

25 January 2019
Talk by Penny Platts on
the History of Cider, with
possibly some sampling
of different brands.
Village Hall, 7.30pm

22 March 2019
Talk by Howard Robinson
on Eleanor of Acquitaine,
one of the most powerful
women of the Middle
Ages who became queen
of both France and then
England.
Village Hall, 7.30pm

THE CARE OF TIMBER-FRAMED BUILDINGS

Following the AGM in September, Ben Hornberger from the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) gave a fascinating talk on restoring
old timber-framed buildings. It drew an audience of more than 50 people, all
eager to know how to deal with rotting woodwork.

Ben, who trained as a carpenter, said that he always preserved as much
of the original timber as possible. Sometimes 80% of an old building would
be lost if repaired by replacing whole sections, but could be saved if
sympathetically restored with new pieces fitted to support old beams.

He explained that the traditional black & white cottages and farmhouses
seen all over the country were originally lime washed, the practice of
painting the beams black only being introduced in the 18th century. He also
dispelled the myth that many old beams with holes or sections cut out of
them were reused ships’ timbers. In fact, carpenters used whatever
materials were easiest to obtain, which would usually have been timbers
from the previous building on the site or one nearby.

Ben stressed the importance of letting old buildings breathe to prevent
damp building up. Until 100 years ago it was normal practice to make use
of permeable materials, such as lime mortar, stone and thatch, that allowed
moisture to escape. Concrete floors were a major culprit in forcing moisture
out through walls. While working at 27 Church End, he had uncovered the
original permeable earth floor which would have been sealed by polishing
with ox blood.
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This huge cruck frame in Glebe Cottage, Church End, is typical of the style of

construction found in this part of the country in the 15th century



MARKET TOWNS

In November Dr Richard
Churchley gave a talk on
market towns, their history,
function and importance. He
explained that market towns
were inextricably entwined with
their rural surroundings, a
cross usually marking the
place where the market was
held. Moving out from the
cross would be various trades,
including the shambles where
cattle were sold and
butchered. Every market town
had a bull ring where bulls
were baited and some towns
had rules saying meat could
not be sold unless it had been
baited to make it tender. 

From the 17th century
onwards market halls were
built to sell butter, eggs and
cheese under cover; they were
also where announcements of
national importance were
made. Ledbury’s market place
was established in 1122, but it
was not until the 17th century
that its magnificent market
house was built. Grade 1 listed
and said to be the best
example of its kind in England,
it hosts markets twice a week,
with the upper floor used as a
council meeting room.

The market place was also

Already in the 18th century,
brick infill had started to
replace traditional wattle and
daub or split oak panels, but
the heavier brick in time
caused walls to bulge out,
eventually threatening the
integrity of the whole house. 

At Ivy House, Roberts End,
Ben had found a smoke-
blackened beam reused from
the central hall of an older
building. He repaired a bulging
wall using stainless steel joints
and added pentice boards
over the windows to throw off
rain water.

He said the unnecessary
replacement of old timber
windows was of continuing
concern to the SPAB. Rotten
window frames were often
repaired using silicone-based
compounds, which seal in
moisture, causing further rotting
in due course. 

Whenever possible he uses
the old ways of construction,
sealing gaps with hemp
caulking that allows moisture to
evaporate, and preserving
timbers with linseed oil sealer
rather than modern paint. He
also prefers to repair holes with
lime mortar, which leaves the
evidence of a repair and helps
tell the story of a building.          

where mop fairs took place
around the end of September
when workers would gather to
be hired for the coming year.
In their lapel they wore a
tassle signifying their trade,
known as a mop, hence the
term ‘mop fair’.

Many elongated alleyways
in these towns follow the
ancient ridge and furrow
pattern of ploughing.
Tewkesbury stills holds two
markets a week and its
museum displays old weights
and measures that were
formerly used in the market.

At Upton a weekly market
and regular fairs, held on the
feast of St. Peter ad Vincula (1
August), are mentioned as
early as 1416. The medieval
punishment of dunking in a
pond adjoining New Street,
usually inflicted on scolds and
gypsies, was carried out on
market days to attract a large
audience. The nearby Goom
Stool Cottages (‘goom’ being a
local term for ducking) housed
the poor from the 15th century
until demolished in 1882. 

Richard ended his
interesting talk on a personal
note, saying that an ancestor
of his was the sole survivor of
those struck down by Upton’s
cholera epidemic of 1832.

Split oak paneling at Glebe

Cottage

Ledbury Market House


